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We have recently learned that Musician
Opticians John Re and Dana Cohen of
Massachusetts played with 28 other musicians from around the country in the
Eye Rock Band at Vision Expo West in
September 2011. It looks like they'll be
playing in Vision Expo East this year in
an event that brings musical talent across
the optical industry together for a good
cause.
It all started 2 years ago when John Re
of Haverhill went to Vision Expo East
back in 2010. Currently an optician at
Burlington Eye Associates, John has
been an optician for more than 30 years,
including having his own shop in Haverhill for 17 years. He has long enjoyed
playing bass in classic rock bands in
many of the small clubs in and around
Boston. He also plays in an original band
"RJ and the Imperatives" that has put out
three CD's over the past eight years with
a few hits on iTunes.
John decided to check out the Eye Rock
Band playing as part of VEE at BB
Kings in NYC. He thought it was so cool
having so many different people across
the optical industry coming together and
having so much fun and sounding so
good. John asked the musicians how he

could get on board as a bass player and
ended up talking to the show's producer Steve Santinelli. It all worked
out for John as he joined the band the
following March at Vision Expo East
201).
John noticed the band didn't have a
trombone player for their horn section,
so he recommended Dana Cohen of
Gloucester because he knows Dana
takes his musical craft seriously and he
knew it would be a wonderful addition
to the brass section. Dana has played
trombone since he was 13 years old,
and he currently plays in the Cape Ann
Big Band of Gloucester as well as
sometimes filling in with the Soft
Touch Dance Band of Waltham, MA.
He is also on the Board of Directors for
the Cape Ann Symphony Orchestra.
Dana sent an audition tape to Santinelli
and became part of the band for the
Vision Expo West show in Las Vegas.
By day, Dana owns Medford Optical,
which he started in 1976. He apprenticed with his Optometrist father Dr.
Frederick Cohen while attending
Brandeis University for a degree in
psychology. Dana didn't pursue his
Turn to Musician Opticians page 19
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Massachusetts opticians John Re on bass guitar and Dana Cohen on trombone are among 30 opticians,
optometrists and optical people from around the country who made the cut and performed in the Eye Rock
Band at Vision Expo West in Sept 2011. They're back for an even bigger show at VEE in March 2012.
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Presidents Message—Teamwork!
Dear OAM Member
When deciding on the focus of my letter, I ran into a bit of a problem. I looked
through the articles that were ready for the newsletter, and it occurred to me—all the
major points had already been covered by everyone else! Then I realized that this is
actually a really good problem to have. A favorite quote of mine comes from Henry
Ford: "Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress. Working
together is success." So, one word really stands out when I think of OAM. Teamwork.

Kristin Morrissey

Here are a few examples. Our newsletter editor, Diane Matuck, had quite a few board members contribute articles which resulted in her having to expand its size! We also had considerable OAM representation at this year's Opticians Association of America Leadership Conference, enabling us to have people in
every breakout session. New associate director, Kathryn Plante, even compiled notes from the entire
conference so we have a complete record. Additionally, thanks to the initiative of Dibby Bartlett and
Blair Wong, we have numerous board members involved in promoting opticianry, with the goal of sharing
with the public the importance of what we do, clearing confusion about what an optician is, and explaining clearly how to become an optician. We also continually work to bring you great education meetings.
November saw a historic thing in Southbridge—our first two day, multi-track education event in as long
as I can remember. (I would daresay "ever"? Let me know, reader, if I'm wrong and we had something
like this back in MARDO days).
In addition to Vice President Michael Tanzi's article about Leadership in Orlando, be sure to read about
the Hope in Sight program and how you can make a difference to the optical program at the Ben Franklin
Institute of Technology. If you are on Facebook, we'd greatly appreciate if you'd take a moment to
"Like" us. You will also find information about our newest Directors and Associate Directors, OAM
award winners, the band Eyerock, and the Vision Web royalty program. And I KNOW I'm missing a few
things here!
Suffice it to say, I continue to be proud to serve as President of such an amazing organization. As always,
I welcome your ideas to make OAM the best it can be. And, don't forget to mark your calendars for our
Spring Education meeting on April 22 at the Westboro Doubletree. We have some great lecturers and
interesting topics in store for you. And please be sure to visit the tables of our Corporate Sponsors. They
have done so much to support our profession here in Massachusetts, not to mention nationally.
I'll leave you with another inspirational quote, although its origin is unknown, even by Google:
"Teamwork divides the task and multiplies the success". I love that one.

Sincerely yours
Kristin Morrissey

FACEBOOK
Check out OAM on Facebook. Search: Opticians Association of Massachusetts (OAM)
When you like us, you'll see what's on our mind—announcements, events and reminders we'll share with
you. Learn more about your fellow opticians too. If you wish to get email reminders of upcoming events,
sign up for Vertical Response emails on the OAM website so you'll never miss an event.
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New Faces on the OAM Board of Directors
New Directors
Last spring, Cheryl Pearson
accepted an invitation at the end
of our meeting survey to attend
an OAM board of directors'
dinner meeting, and by the end
of that meeting, she decided she
wanted to join the board. A resident of Shrewsbury and currently working at LensCrafters,
Cheryl's optical career began in
Manhattan where she took a job
as receptionist at EB Meyrowitz, Over time, she started
doing various tasks beyond those of the front desk in this
venerable optical establishment. She got encouragement
from her employer to seek a formal education in optics at
New York City Technical College and to get her optician
license. Cheryl has volunteered as an eyecare provider
making and dispensing glasses on a medical mission in the
Appalachian Mountains in Tennessee as a result of her pilot
husband's offer to help a neighbor who needed transportation to get there. In the future, Cheryl would like to see opticianry marketed as a profession with a bright future, and in
fact her 19 year old daughter Justine is in the process of
applying to the opticianry program at BFIT. You may have
seen Justine helping out at the raffle table at our meeting
last fall in Southbridge.

Quyen Nguyen is BFIT's first
graduate to join the board as a
director. After graduating with
a bachelor's degree from Holy
Cross College in Worcester, she
got her first job as an optometric technician at a practice in
Newton, and quickly took to the
optical field. She enjoyed working with patients and helping
them with glasses so much that
she decided to get her optician license by completing a
one year accelerated program of 20 credits each semester at Ben Franklin while still working part time, and
was able to pass the ABO and NCLE exams during her
first semester. She was a recipient of the George
Bourque scholarship, and after graduating from Ben
Franklin's first class, she passed the state practical and
immediately got her license. She loves her job at Newton Eye since she started over 5 years ago and is proud
to be a licensed optician. Her first year on the board for
OAM has been amazing so far, having gotten such a
great opportunity to go to the OAA leadership conference in Orlando. She is only more eager to see how she
can contribute to the field of opticianry. She currently
resides in Northboro.

New Associate Directors
While a student at BFTT in
2010, Kathryn Plante
was featured in Vision
Monday's "Most Influential Women In Eye Care".
Kathryn is the daughter of
optician parents Mary
Keenan and Michael
Plante, and got an early
start working in their store.
She opted for an accelerated one-year opticianry
program while also taking the ophthalmic assisting program at the Massachusetts Eye and Ear
Infirmary. At Ben Franklin, she was class secretary, assisted teachers, and worked in the school's
optical shop. She received the George Bourque
scholarship, and recently passed her ABO and
NCLE exams. Kathryn is now a BFIT fall adjunct
faculty position as a clinical instructor to the opticianry program. She has been instrumental in the
redesign of the college's optical clinic which
provided eye care services (glasses and contacts)
to the BFIT college community and to the collaborative project between BFIT and the New
England College of Optometry. Originally from
Worcester, Kathryn currently lives in Boston.
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Finding herself
out of work after
16 years with
the same retail
company was
very sobering
for Shalimar
Crayton, but in
the end, it cleared the way for her to
find a career she's passionate about.
Thanks to a keen eye and seeing the
BFTT ad while riding the T, she discovered the Opticianry Program. She
applied in July, was registered by
August, and came bright eyed and
bushy tailed to the first day of class
in September. She has worked for
Sears Optical, Concord Optical and
now Harvard Vanguard Medical Associates, and has a little over 3 years
of professional optical experience. I
guess you could say optical has always been in her life. The tall awkward 7 year old with the BIG glasses
has come into her own. She resides
in Dorchester.

Ahhyee
Ma
graduated in
2011
from the
BFIT
program.
After
working at different jobs
in the food service industry, insurance, accounting,
medical billing, and as a
senior administrative assistant, she decided at age
29 to sign up for the opticianry program, which she
felt could offer many good
career paths. She represented BFIT in the NFOS
student Optical Bowl in
2011 and received the
George Bourque Scholarship. She is currently
working at Target Optical
and lives in Canton.

WHAT THE HECK IS AN OPTICIAN
ANYWAY??
As I stood in front of 200 plus young women last year
at the Women of Technology Conference at Benjamin
Franklin Institute of Technology, I asked a simple
question...Raise your hand if you know what an optician is.
Silence. Blank looks. Shrugged shoulders.
I am sure it has happened to you... you get asked
about your profession, you reply that you are an optician, and they ask "How many years of medical
school did you attend?" or "You examine eyes?" or
my favorite, " So you deliver babies?" Optician, Optometrist, Ophthalmologist, Obstetrician... you can see
why there is confusion.!
It's kind of funny, I know, but in all seriousness folks,
we have a big public relations problem.
Why does this matter? It matters for several reasons...
Internet Sales
If the general public is unaware of what an optician is
and what their expertise is, they are less likely to
search one out when contemplating eyewear. An optician, a frame stylist and an internet program all
mean the same to the uneducated. Without understanding the difference in education, expertise, ability
and rules regarding licensing, the average joe will
seek out the easiest and least expensive option for
eyewear.
The Shrinking Independent
Without a full understanding of what makes an licensed optician stand head and shoulders above the
rest, it is easier for the public to accept the aid of the
frame stylist, so often found in the larger stores. This
leaves the independent out in the cold.
The Bottom Line
Our paychecks will always reflect the demand for opticianry in the state. Without the full understanding of
this profession, the demand could decrease.
Future Opticians
This viable, multi-faceted profession is losing ground.
Young men and women are not entering this field,
because they Don't Know It Exists!

What Can We Do?
The OAM has recognized this as an issue and we are
tackling it head on. We have formed a sub committee
to look into Marketing Opticianry in Massachusetts.
The possibilities are endless... commercials, pamphlets,
social media, college fairs and more. Our timetable is
NOW and we are working on
this as I write. Be on the lookout for our projects.
What You Can Do?
Wear your license number
proudly and begin educating the
public today.

Stay Tuned!

Dibby Bartlett
Opticianry Creates A Plan For The Future
In May, the OAM will be sending a representative to
the National Opticians Summit meeting in Virginia to
begin the important work of discussing and devising
a plan for the future of Opticianry.
The purpose of the Summit is to create a shared
vision for Opticianry, a practical strategic plan and
commitment to action
Today's optical industry is on the verge of major
changes in healthcare and technology. Future healthcare reform may impact the role of the optician. Exciting new and future instrumentation, lens, and
frame technologies will also require opticians to be
not only technically savvy, but fashion and sales conscious as well. Since opticians play a major role in
helping people look and see their best, it is time to
plan for the next decade and create a strategic plan to
ensure competent opticians and firmly establish the
profession as eyewear and eye care experts and consultants.
To learn more about the mission, purpose and goals
of the Opticianry Summit, visit their website at:
http://www.thevisioncouncil.org/opticianrysummit
The OAM looks forward to representing all MA opticians and their viewpoints in this grand endeavor.
Please follow our website for meeting summaries and
discussions related to this summit conference and
help us to represent your views on the future of Opticianry.
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OAM is proud to partner with the BFIT Opticianry Program!
The BFTT program can use our help, so the Hope in Sight Wish List initiative was formed to foster a
way for individuals to invest, and illustrates what contributions can provide to our opticianry students.
For more information, go to the Ben Franklin Institute of Technology website at www.bfit.edu

partnership

BENJAMIN
FRANKLIN
presents

The Ben Franklin Institute of Technology (8FIT) is a
small school with a big vision. As such, the Department
of Opticianry is always striving to keep equipment and
teaching practices up to date, in order to assure that its
students graduate as expertly trained eye-care professionals. But they cannot do this alone.

SGHT

Beyond improving the learning experience of students
and offering the real-world training necessary in order
for them to provide quality opticianry services in the
future, staff arid students wish to be involved currently
in many charitable causes both locally and globally
efforts which may go largely unrealized without ongoing
access to modern equipment.

t
The Opticians Association of Massachusetts believes in
the potential and the mission of the Departement of
Opticianry at BFIT. It is our goal to work in conjunction
with others in the field of opticianry in order to provide
BFIT with necessary equipment, which we have called
the HOPE ™ SIGHT wi&k fatf. It is our hope that you will
choose to partner with us in providing BFIT students with
these items. Together, we can make a difference.

*0-t> O
The list of items is extensive, including such items as:

&r\&eu3& iW

POS Imaging Spectacle
Fitting Device (Opti-Kam,
Smart Mirror)

Automated Refraction

Video Keratometer & Slit
Lamp

Computerized Acuity (Eye
Chart) Projection

Titmus Vision Screening
Device

Dispensary Security
System

Automated Lensometer

Optical Screw Drivers

5O" Fiat Screen Television

ru-i
Financial gifts may be made by postal mail, or via secure
online donation by visiting www.bfit.edu and selecting
the ALUMNI & FRIENDS tab. We also welcome gifts of
new items from the w-wA t*f(\e visit the link above
for mailing address and a complete list of items needed.
All gifts are fully tax-deductable, and 1 OO% of donations
will be used for acquisition of wi&b ^Tequipment.
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VisionWeb Rewards

www.visionweb.com

VisionWeb recently started a rewards program open lo any OAA/OAM member who places orders using their web based
ordering system. Through the Vision Web's Royalty Program, you can earn royalties for the OAA and OAM just
for placing eyecare product orders on VisionWeb.

As an OAM member, you are automatically an OAA member, and are eligible to participate. All you need to do
is register for the program and use VisionWeb when placing spectacle lens, contact lens, and frame orders from
your suppliers. To register, simply log in to your VisionWeb account and click the OAA Royalty Program registration button. It's easy, and it's completely free.
Get Started Today!
Take advantage of this program and free online ordering by registering with VisionWeb today. Register online
at www.visionweb.com, or if you need additional help, please contact VisionWeb Customer Service at (800)
874-6601.
Vision Web is proud to support the Opticians Association of America!

BFIT student Rachel Ayers on Opticianry - "The Sky's the Limit"
It was the summer of 2007
and at age 22,1 found myself seeking a career path.
With no degree, formal
training, or any idea of
what T wanted to do with
my life, I had gone to the
School of Fashion Design
in Boston directly out of
high school and realized
Rachel Aycrs
very quickly that it was
not the profession for me! Having worked a series
of odd jobs ranging from a waitress to an event
coordinator, I was looking for a change. I did not
want to go back to school for a full bachelor's degree, but wanted a career. I was looking into become a Dental Hygienist, when I went into a local
optical store to have my glasses adjusted. The
manager of the store approached me and, when
she discovered I was looking for employment,
asked me to apply there.
I took to opticianry like a fish to water! As much
as I liked my job, 1 was working in Texas, which
is an unlicensed state and was struggling to support myself. After doing a bit of research, I discovered that the annual salary for opticians in
Massachusetts is one of the highest in the country
and there was an apprentice program offered.

Soon after I decided to move back to Boston and seek
employment as an apprentice working toward my licensure. I moved to Cambridge in 2010 and began looking
for local employment in the optical field. Two weeks
later, T was hired as an apprentice at Parrelli Optical
under the condition that I enter the optician program at
Benjamin Franklin Institute of Technology (BFIT).
By the time I started at BFIT in the fall, I had already
heard good things about the course and the program
director, Blair Wong. During my first semester, Professor Wong not only taught the five layers of the cornea
and Prentice's Rule, but introduced me and my fellow
students to all of the wonderful opportunities available
to opticians! He encouraged us to get involved in the
community, to attend meetings, and to meet professionals in the field. During my first year attending the program, I made the Dean's List and was asked to join the
Honors Society. I sat for the ABO examination and
passed with flying colors! This Spring I will be finishing the program and I am confident about taking the
NCLE examination in May. Following that, I will be
training in the lab during my last year of apprenticeship
in preparation for the State Practical exam. I learn new
things every day and look forward to a long and satisfying career in the field of Opticianry where I feel, the
sky is the limit.
Rachel Ayers

BFIT Update
In just a few months since the November 2011
meeting, the college has received over $600 in financial donations as well as equipment including;
frames, a lensometer, edger, frame warmer, lens
grooving machine and a lens cabinet.
Each of the names of the donors will be listed on
the BFIT website in appreciation of their special
gift to the program. In addition, each of the donors
will receive a letter of appreciation and recognition
for the donation that may be used for tax reporting
purposes.

BFIT on Appleton Street in Boston

The Benjamin Franklin Institute of Technology
Opticianry Program has been extremely busy and
active this Fall semester.

Community Service Project
In support of the college wide initiative to provide
students with a learning experience through community service, the BFIT students have been manufacturing and dispensing free prescription glasses to
vision needy school children ages 4-16 years old in
the city of Boston and surrounding cities and towns.
The project is in partnership with students from the
New England College of Optometry who travel to
the schools and conduct free eye exams through
their mobile eye van.
Since September 201 1, students have manufactured
and dispensed more than 75 pairs of glasses. The
"glasses for kids" project allows all lab projects that
are normally assigned for grading purposes only to
be prescribed and worn by a real patient. Just as
important, students realize the impact they have on
people with the work they provide when they dispense the glasses they've made to the child receiving them. . . it really is a magical moment.

Many thanks to one and all for your generous support and keep those donations to "Hope In Sight"
coming!!

COA Team Visits In March
In March, the program will be hosting a visitation
evaluation team from the Commission on Opticianry Accreditation. The accreditation team has
received the opticianry programs' self study report
and is looking forward to a full on-site evaluation
by the COA next March.
If the program is successful in attaining the accreditation, the opticianry program will be only the
second program at the college to have both a profession related accreditation (COA) as well as a
regional accreditation through the New England
Accreditation for Schools and Colleges (NEASC).

Students Receive Scholarships and Participate in National Meetings
We have been very fortunate to have some of the
brightest and most promising opticianry students
represent BFIT, and themselves at many of the national meetings and conferences. With the help of
many of our OAM Corporate Sponsors our students
have been able to participate at the following
events last spring and this fall semester.
Examples of such events:

"Hope In Sight Project" Launched
In an effort to help support fund raising and awareness for capital expenditures for equipment, OAM
launched the BFIT Hope In Sight Project. This wish
list for equipment is published on the BFIT website
and donors can make their contributions in the form
of financial contributions or equipment and instrumentation.
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The Contact Lens Society
of America awarded Feng
Han and Eva Laboy an
all expense paid trip to
attend the CLSA Annual
meeting in Dallas, TX in
April 2011.

V

BENJAMIN
FRANKLIN
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
-A Private Two-Tear College ~

Hoya Vision Care awarded a $500 scholarship
to Kathryn Plante for her ePoster contest
entry on Common Diseases of the Eye.
In recognition for high academic achievement,
Essilor awarded Feng Han a Digital Corneal
Reflection Pupilometer.

In addition students receiving scholarships were:
Nicholas Fortin - George Bourque Memorial Scholar
Eva Laboy Essilor Scholar
Kevin McCarthy - George Bourque Memorial Scholar
Kathryn Plante - George Bourque Memorial Scholar
Congratulations to all of the students for their hard work
and well deserved recognition.
Blair Wong

Essilor/NFOS provided Ahhyee Ma with an
all expense paid trip to the national meeting in
Cincinnati as the BFIT representative at the
National College Bowl ... Ahhyee finished in
3rd place amongst 15 participating colleges.

Ahhyee Ma. winner of the George
Bourque Scholarship Award and
competed in the National College
Bowl in Ohio

Hoya Vision Care awarded Kin Moy with an
all expense paid trip to the Opticians Association of America Leadership Conference in
Orlando, FL as one of three national awards
for their Leadership presentation contest.

BFIT student Kin Moy won an all expenses paid
trip to the OAA Leadership Conference. Thanks
to Mike Elton of Hoya for promoting students
as future leaders!
BFIT class of 2011 anended the opening last year of BFIT grad Michael Arroyo's EyeSpot shop in Newton

NECO/BFIT Project

The project started out servicing seven
schools in the fall and now is providing glasses for seventeen schools! The
BFTT students have dispensed to 227
students so far and anticipate another
30-50 before the end of the year!

In the Fall of 2011 BFIT paired
up with NECO and began distributing prescription glasses to
the school children of Boston
and the surrounding suburbs.
A little update from the ABO/NCLE
The students at NECO, under
Board - the tests will be offered on the
the supervision of an OptomeTrays of eyewear awaiting final inspection for the Computer later this year, Starting at the
trist, complete eye examinations BFIT/NECo project that will benefit elementary pal] Meeting in DC! In the future, the
on a mobile van on a bi-weekly school children
tests will be offered at learning cenbasis. The glasses and prescripters,
allowing
people to take them anytime. At first
tions are then sent over to BFIT where opticianry stuthe scores will be available within a month, and
dents, under the supervision of Licensed Opticians, oreventually, the scores will be immediate. The option
der and manufacture the glasses. Once a week the stuto register online will be available soon.
dents and Blair Wong travel to the school and dispense
- Kathryn Plante
to the children.
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OAA State Leadership Conference 2012
The Magic of Leadership was the theme to
this year's OAA State Leadership Conference held on January 20th & 21 sl in Orlando, Florida. Massachusetts was one of
29 states in attendance, and was represented by Blair Wong, several of OAM's
board of directors and new associate directors, and Kin Moy, a 2nd year BFIT student who won the Vision of Hope Leadership Contest sponsored by Hoya. There
was a record attendance of 157 people at
this year's conference.
Friday and Saturday morning sessions were a
mix of organizational reports, elections and
awards. Several of the companies who supported
the conference financially gave presentations.
These included: Luxottica, Marchon, National
Vision, Vision Expo, Europa International, Transitions, VisionWeb, Safilo, A&A Optical, Tura,
Clearvision, Alcon, Aspex, Essilor, Shamir,
CooperVision, Hoya, L'Amy and Eyes of Faith.

Blair Wong gave an update on the
OAM & BFJT state association and
opticianry school partnership. To
find out how to help the program, see
the Hope in Sight initiative on page 6

Blair's report, "Your
State Association &
Starting an Opticianry
School - The
Massachusetts Model"
was well received by
everyone. Another
standout presentation
was given by Scott Harris Shapiro of Europa
international, which
included a lively animated video about motivational forces which
has been posted on the
OAM Facebook page.

Doug Pelkey of Luxottica gave an interesting talk on creating a culture of accountability and handed out copies of the book
"Journey to the Emerald City."
Both afternoons offered many interactive
breakout sessions, including: branding the
American optician from the inside out, the
future of Opticianry, building a successful
website without going broke, and recognizing strong and effective individual leadership qualities. Many of the breakout session occurred concurrently, but because of
our strong representation this year, we were able to attend and get information from every session. A silent
auction benefitting the new Vision of Hope Foundation
concluded the conference. The Vision Council and International Vision Expo on the final night hosted a reception overlooking amazing fireworks at Epcot in Disney
World.
Every optician who is a member of OAM is also a member of OAA, the unifying national organization for opticians. To learn more about OAA, check out their website
at www.oaa.org and sign up for their informational
emails concerning national issues.
This OAA conference is a great opportunity to meet with opticians from other
state associations from across the country, nationally recognized speakers, and
national leaders. In addition to creating
solidarity of opticianry on a national
level, attending the conference was an
opportunity for many of our board
members, both old and new, to bond
and come together to continue to make
OAM the great organization that it is.
Michael Tanzi

Ed Degennaro of VA
talked about a national
summit coming in May
20 i 2 to discuss the
future of opticianry.

Representing MA at the OAA Leadership Conference Jan 20th & 21 st from left to right: Diane Matuck, Blair Wong, Quyen Nguyen, Kin Moy,
Kristin Morrissey, Michael Tanzi, Dibby Bartlett, Kathryn Planle, Ahhee Ma, George Bourque and Shalimar Crayton
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2011 OAM Lifetime Achievement Recipient
Carol Winslow
The award for "Lifetime Achievement", OAM's
highest honor, recognizes those uniquely devoted
opticians for their many years of distinguished service and dedication to opticianry.
The OAM was very excited and proud to present
this special honor at the 2011 Annual Meeting in
Southbridge, MA to Carol Winslow.
Very early in her career, even as early as being a
student and a graduate of the Worcester Industrial
Technical Institute, Carol has been committed to
"giving back to the profession".
Carol was a student member of the OAM (then
called MARDO) and a student representative to the
MARDO Board of Directors. Since her graduation
from WITT, Carol has worked in many different
optical environments ranging from owning her own
optical shop in the Springfield area for many years,
to her many years of work at the Fallon Clinic in
Worcester and her current work at Bay State Eye
Associates in Springfield.
Carol is also recognized for her dedication and
great work done for MARDO and the Massachusetts Board of Registration for Dispensing Opticians.
After graduation Carol continued to serve on the
MARDO Board of Directors as a voting Director,
and eventually moved into the role of Secretary.
Carol's organization skills and progressive vision
for opticianry propelled her into the newly created
position as MARDO's first ever Executive Director. Under Carol's direction and guidance, she formulated the foundation and formal responsibilities
that define the role of an executive director, specifically in regards to representing the association at
national meetings.
Although presidents and directors change every
two years, Carol's eleven years of service as executive director allowed MARDO a sense of continuity
and consistency and she soon became the familiar
and most recognizable identity of MARDO.
Carol's presence at local and national meetings,
were always a welcoming sight.

Lifetime Achievement Award winner Carol Winslow with Board
of Registration director Zane Skerry who came to see Carol recognized for all her accomplishments during her tenure on the board

Few state associations had an executive director role on
their board and Carol's involvement with the MARDO
board provided an organizational model by which other
states could follow.
In 2000, Carol resigned from the OAM as executive director and was appointed to the MA State Board of Registration for Dispensing Opticians. For the past eleven
years Carol has been instrumental in overseeing the protection and strengthening of our license. Under her tenure
as a director to the state board, Carol was involved in
many landmark decisions and rulings which have
strengthened our MA State License.
As Carol received her award in November, we were all
surprised and touched by an unexpected visit to the presentation podium by Zane Skerry from the MA State
Board.
Zane's glowing words and accolades in recognition of
Carol's professionalism, dedication and tireless efforts to
advance and protect opticianry for the benefit of all current, and future, opticians, was one of the most inspirational moments ever witnessed at an OAM/MARDO
event - and reassured us all just how deserving, and just
how appropriate it is for Carol to be a recipient if the
OAM Lifetime Achievement Award.
Congratulations Carol and thank you for all of your hard
work and dedication.
- Blair Wong
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Saturday Dinner at the Bullard Tavern at Old Sturbridge Village
It was a fun time on Sat. Nov 5th at Old Sturbridge
Village's Bullard Tavern, just a week after the surprise Halloween snowstorm. Just down the road
from our Fall Meeting in Southbridge, OSV was
founded in the 1940's by the Wells family of
American Optical, and the inside of the tavern

came from a camp that belonged to Albert Wells. The
tavern staff put on a terrific yankee pot roast dinner and
Blair Wong emceed the Optical Jeopardy game after dinner. To top it off, the curators at OSV put out a wonderful display of antique spectacle from their vast collection
that is not usually available to the public.

The Bullard Tavern at Old Sturbridge Villas

A view inside the Billiard Tavern as Optical Jeopardy geis underway

Optical Jeopardy contestants from left to right: Ray Dennis, Tom Miner. John Parrelli, Bob Goldman and
Ned Morse. These brave opticians answered questions by Blair Wong, program director of BFIT so the rest
of us could learn and relax!
Part of OSV's antique eye wear display

Jc

OAM Returns to Southbridge for another great Fall Meeting
Sunday, Nov 6, 2011

Middlesex Opticianry Program Director Ray
Dennis with one of his best former students
Herb Fletcher of Younger Optics

Trying on vintage eyewear on display for the Saturday night reception are
from left to right: Helen Gendron wearing the Vivian! frame, speaker Michael
Ward wearing I970's Liberty specs, Michael Gzik wearing a combination
frame and Kristin Morrissey with the Empress Tang frame
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Reps who actually do look a lot alike: brothers
Matt Yvon of Perferx and Derek Yvon of Precision

Optician of the Year 2011

Blair Wong

It's all in [he family for Optician of the Year award winner Blair
Wong with his wife Jean and their son Evan

The OAM was pleased to present the 2011 Optician of the
Year award to Executive Director Blair Wong. The award
was presented on Sunday, November 7 during the Business Meeting at the Southbridge Hotel and Conference
Center. Blair was selected by past winners and the Executive Committee based on several factors. First, he was
instrumental in getting our first ever two-day multi-track
Annual Meeting developed and organized, which set
OAM history. (He even stepped in to teach a few classes!)
He has also worked endlessly this past year to continue
and strengthen the partnership of the OAM with the Benjamin Franklin Institute of Technology, making Massachusetts a state worthy of imitation by other states. Additionally, he has worked tirelessly with the National Federation of Opticianry Schools in their quest to advance the
profession by getting an optical program in every state.
He has also championed the involvement of several BFIT
graduates in OAM board meetings and education meetings, leading to a new voting Director and three new Associate Directors for 2012. His wife Jean and son Evan were
present to see him receive this special recognition.

Many thanks to Hoya's Michelle Pepin and Roland
Sitzler for bringing the LCD TV raffle prize!

Like father, like son—Contact lens specialists Jonathan
and John Parrelli. We look forward lo future speaking
engagements at our meetings with Jonathan.

The Opticianry Promotion Campaign Committee met on February 7th and began developing several tools
which will be used in the future to promote Opticianry in the state of Massachusetts.
The three goals of the committee, specifically working on the short term projects, are
1. Educate the Massachusetts public about Opticianry
2. Create and encourage pride among fellow opticians
3. Grow the profession.
The tools which are currently being developed:
* 30 to 60 second commercial, a video promotion on Opticianry as a career
* a short video spotlighting Opticianry as a career choice
* a giveaway brochure thanking the public for purchasing eyewear from a licensed optician
* an AR cleaning cloth promoting opticianry
* a easy to understand flowchart explanation of "How To Become An Optician In Massachusetts"
and more...
These tools should be available soon and will help to define the optician in Massachusetts at the grassroot level.
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OLA's Optical Pioneers Hall of Fame

J. Larry Enright of
Perferx Optical

The Optical Laboratories
Association (OLA) named
eleven industry veterans who
were inducted into the OLA
Hall of Fame on September
21, 2011 during their Annual
Meeting in Las Vegas. Included among these individuals who have had a direct
hand in helping to move the
optical industry forward was
J Larry Enright of Perferx
Optical in Pittsfield MA.

The OLA Hall of Fame began as The Optical
Pioneers in 2000 for the purpose of recognizing
the contributions of those who participated in the
establishment of the wholesale optical industry in
its founding years. Over time, the recognition has
progressed to persons from any era and any part
of the optical lab industry, and thus the name was
officially changed to the Hall of Fame.
Larry has recently served the OLA Optical Laboratory Association as President as well as served
on their executive board for several years. He
follows the footsteps of his father John Enright
who founded Perferx Optical and was also inducted in the OLA Hall of Fame.
In other news at VEW, the OLA joined forces
with the Vision Council and will have their Annual Meetings in Las Vegas in the future.

Who is Scott Harris?
In independent offices across Massachusetts, the name
Scott Harris has begun popping up more and
more. While many of us know the story behind big
name designers like Gianni Versace, Giorgio Armani
and Tom Ford, the story behind this seemingly new
name is largely unknown. So who is Scott Harris?
Scott Harris Js actually Scott
Harris Shapiro, son of Europa
International founders Cynthia
and Alan Shapiro. Considering
Scott is only 32 now, independent offices that have carried the
brand for 20 plus years may
find this a little strange. Did he
start designing frames professionally at the tender age of 12?
Scott Harris Shapiro

No, but he is helping to design
them now. When Alan and Cynthia (Cinzia, of Cinzia
Designs) named the brand Scott Harris, they did so
mostly because the name of their first and only child
seemed like a fitting name for their premier frame
line. What they didn't realize is that 20 years later he
would actually be a part of the team designing his
namesake frames.
Today, when Scott Harris Shapiro isn't working out of
Europa's home office in Chicago, he's on the road with
sales consultants, popping in and out of optical offices
that carry his frames. Feel free to contact him at
sshapiro@europaeye.com and, who knows, maybe he'll
pop into your office!

Ciba Vision is now Alcon Vision Care

New rep for Encore Optics/Nikon—Pam Mason

Alcon
Mathew Hamilton
Professional Safes Representative
Vision Care Division

Nikon

Alcon Laboratories, Inc.
6201 South Freeway, Fort Worth, TX 76134-2099
M: 781.910.4301
T [Orders]: 800.444.4792 ext 93-6112
Mathew.Hamilton@cibavision.com
www.alcon.com
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a Novartis company

Pam Mason, R.D.O.
Territory Manager

Encore Optics, LLC
140 Commerce Way, South Windsor. CT 06074
Customer Care: (866) 833-2020 x 5
Fax: (866) 326-1464
Mobile: (617) 429-7660
Email: pammason@nikon-lenswear.com
www. n i konl ens w ear. us
Nikon Distributor and Coaling Center

Hilco has been the leader in optical accessories over
50 years. Historically known as the tools, frame parts
and general frame repair experts, they have not only
supplied products but have been educating eye are professionals in frame repair/customizing for many years.
Expanding on that philosophy, Hilco has branched out
Hilco
into other categories such as vision protection, lens
Wilsons
care products and consumer accessories over the past
15 years. Recent notable products are an RX Sun proZL. Leader
gram and Thread Seeker XLT screws. Rx is Sun is an
innovative sunwear frame that eliminates Rx correction issues and lens-frame compatibility. Never losing sight of professional problem solving products, Hilco's
award winning screw program now includes XLT, most effective solution in tricky spring hinge repairs.

Hilco

The Ken mark
Group is an
employeeowned company
Original Penguin
providing exceptional products, competitive prices, and superior service to the Eyecare Professional. With nearly 40
years of experience, the Kenmark Group holds a diverse portfolio of brands - from top fashion house
designers to iconic American names, including: Vera
Wang, Jhane Barnes, Kensie, Dana Buchman, Original Penguin, Lilly Pulitzer and Cynthia Rowley. Branded collections from Kenmark include: Republica®, Thalia, Timex®, Wolverine® and house
collections.
Kenmark has a 72,000 square foot facility centrally
located in Louisville, Kentucky. With exceptional
design talent, quality manufacturing, and a keen understanding of your patients' needs - Kenmark provides products and services to ensure the success of
your practice and the satisfaction of your customers.
1950's America was not just the birth of Original
Penguin, it was the birth of personal freedom and
personal taste. Gone was the buttoned-up formality
of the 40's, in was the hula hoop, Tupperware, and
the Twist. Life started to be about life
and not just
relaxing, but looking swell while you were at it. It
was in this spirit that Original Penguin emerged as
the polo shirt outfitter of the trendy suburbanite as
well as the Las Vegas Rat Pack. As makers of the
era's most popular shirt, Original Penguin introduced
America to a new uniform, making the everyman feel
like Frank Sinatra....cool, confident, movin' and
shakin'... .all with a nifty little Penguin polo.
Fast forward to the early 2000s. Perry Ellis International acquired the brand and worked with cultish
retailer Urban Outfitters to re-introduce Penguin's
classic polo shirt in a limited release. The response

was instant, selling out season after season, telling
Perry Ellis that the time was right for a full-on, retrotastic rebirth of the brand.
Enter Kenmark, who obtained the license for Original
Penguin Eyewear in late 2011. Mimicking the piping
detail from Original Penguin's iconic polo shirt, 'The
Earl," thirteen custom acetates were created with Italian zyl manufacturer Mazzucchelli to provide an unexpected pop of color on Kenmark's Original Penguin
frames. These acetates consist of three or four individual layers of acetate of varying thickness, sandwiched
together with such precision as to not disrupt the piping
detail. The thirteen variations of temple color are used
throughout the initial collection's acetate and metal
selection. On many of the new styles, our designer has
used a unique color blocking technique that is trending
right now in the optical industry.
"We are proud of the fact that the Original Penguin
eyewear collection is a real one-stop-retro-shop," says
product designer Jason Wehlage. "Many of our competitors have a retro shape thrown in here and there,
but the Original Penguin eyewear collection is a COMPLETE compendium of vintage eyewear made modern
with updated shapes and materials. We feel that we've
cornered the market on vintage-inspired eyewear for
young men in the 18 - 40 age demographic."
To see the complete offering of frames and sun styles,
visit www.kenmarkoptical.com or contact Carla White
at carla.whitel@comcast.net

KENMARK

CailaWhite
Territory Manage.
cada white 1 ©comcast net
vffff, henmafkopbcalxom

v. 8009.'i3.<M90x2320
I 8006272898 m-. 781.760.7392
I 800.395.6733 rf 506.251 2557
11851 PJauisirte Dnre
Lot«wi)le. KY 40299
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LEGACIE

Many Stories. One Legacie.
Based in New York City with distribution to 50 countries worldwide,
Legacie unites design, craftsmanship and service.
Legacie represents a distinct roster of signature brands, each defining itself with clarity and desirability:
Betsey Johnson, David Yurman, Judith Leiber, Kata and PURE Eyewear.
DAVID YURMAN America's premiere jewelry and timepiece
designer flawlessly executes his artisan design sensibilities
within the realm of eyewear. Incorporating the finest optical
materials with uniquely iconic designs, the collection features
precious metals, stones and adornments, as well as the
brand's custom gem-inspired acetate palette.
JUDITH LEIBER A premiere American luxury brand, Judith
Leiber has redefined accessories with designs that are as
timeless as they are elegant. Synonymous with elegance,
style and sophistication, each product is executed with meticulous attention to detail and flawless finishing.

L EGAC
Julie Zawoltk

JUDITH LEIBER

PURE'

KATA Cutting edge yet organic, the Kata point of view is
modern and forward-thinking—a draw for the creative eye
and adventurous mind. Designed around four fundamental
pillars—simplicity, innovation, authenticity and responsibility—;the brand explores form, finish and material over
adornment.
BETSEY JOHNSON Pattern, shape, color. Surprise, wit,
whimsy. With an unflagging belief that fashion can and
Julie Zawolik of Legacie, one of OAM's newest sponsors
should be fun, Betsey Johnson is an original who brings the
wild child to life with a very adult appreciation for style, craft and expression.
The optical collection is a Legacie exclusive, available in better fashion-driven optical locations worldwide.
PURE EYEWEAR Cutting-edge technology is the hallmark of the PURE collection's design. Crafted from a
single strand of Xanadium™ wire, PURE Eyewear® is the thinnest rimless eyewear available. Sleek and
innovative, each style is handmade to ensure the highest quality manufacturing standards. Patents are
pending worldwide.

IJ^T-

KJ*

EYEWEAR

FY/H

UK | HOOKED ON LIFE

NC Eyewear Inc.

FYSH and KLIIK - NC Eyewear

Michael J.Mintzer
111-AOIdStatesvilleRdHuntersville, NC 28078
Toll Free: 800-948-0025
Ce!l:401-24M359

K L 1 IK
Make ihc connection

HOOKED ON LIFE
Fun and funky styling, creative textures and penetrating
colors. Fysh UK give you the freedom to express yourself
and put something new into the world.
www.fyshuk.com
THIS IS KLIIK.
A line of fashion eyewear that takes seeing and being seen
to a new level of distinction. For men and women who understand the connection between who they are and how
they're perceived. Because style is about much more than
just a look. It is an opportunity to make a statement.
For more information about FYSH or KLIIK, give Michael
Minzter a call at 401 -241 -1359.

Michael Mintzer
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Strongly rooted in classic Danish design, Prodesign
still dares to be bold and optimistic, creating awardwinning quality products with an aesthetic appeal and
a little unexpected twist. This philosophy continues to
deliver frames that not only are beautiful design objects, but also enhance and complete the best facial
features.

J54-6099

t-1 -888-27 5- 2540

WWWPROQESiGNDENMARK

ANN-MARIE HARRINGTON SALES REPRESENTATIVE
D +1-800-654-6099 EXT 409 E ANN-MARIE@PRODESIGNDENMARK.COM

The Prodesign collections include:

orodesian • denmark

Axiom, Zense, Essential, 4th Dimension and Iris.
Contact Ann-Marie Harrington for more information.
Iris by Prodesign—Luxurious, Sensuous, Raw and Extravagant

New Optometry School in Worcester to Open August 2012

New six story building under construction

The Massachusetts College of Pharmacy School and Health
Sciences (MCPHS) is on track to open an optometry
school this fall in Worcester. The first class of 64 students
will arrive in August, and the entire first floor of the former
Crown Plaza Hotel in Lincoln Square has been completely
remodeled with new classrooms, exam rooms, research
space and an optical dispensary.
The school plans to hire a clinic manager immediately, and
an optical manager later this spring. An important mission
for the school will be to serve the public in underserved
areas and to meet the increased demand for eye care services in both the aging population and those with diabetes.

The optical dispensary and other rooms are in the process
of being furnished for the school's opening in August

In addition to the optometry program, a
Physicians Assistant and a Physical Therapy program will share some of the new
space. In addition to the new instructional
rooms, a small onsite cafeteria provides
lunch for the students. Dormitory space
occupies the site in the tower next door.
For more information, check out the
school's website at www.mcphs.edu
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Highlights of OAM's Spring Meeting April 22 in Westboro

Greg Rodriguez, sponsored by
Essilor, will be presenting
"The New Multicultural Consumer" and "Fitting and Measuring Today's Digitally Surfaced Lenses".

Pete Arnold of Transitions
will be presenting "The
New Transitions Vantage
Lenses with Variable Polarization"

Herb Fletcher of Younger
Optics will be focusing on Tom St. Jean of Pixel Optics will
"Accelerating Your Sun
sPeak on Innovations in Sight:
Lens Business"
Electronic Lens Technology.

In addition to the great host of ABO courses, the OAM Spring Expo features 6 hours of NCLE courses presented
by the most sought after speakers in the country.
The OAM Spring Expo also offers Pam Fritz of Ophthalmology Resources LLC as our guest speaker in the ABO
Business track. In this track Pam offers four hours of ABO accredited Business related courses covering Medicare rules and regulations related to post cataract glasses, as well as evaluating the financial worth of an opticianry business. Other hands on workshops are being planned.
In all, attendees will be able to choose any six courses from a list of 18 courses in order to meet their CEC requirements, and even more importantly, enhance and refine your professional skills and technical knowledge of
opticianry.
Cult Eyewear is
not just another
pretty book about
eyeglass frames.
The book analyzes
what "cult" brands
really were, and
what qualified them
to be considered as
such. Author Neil
Handley methodically researched the
history of over thirty frame lines that include Ray-Ban,
Silhouette, Neostyle, and Cazal, as well as American
Optical for its pioneering of lifestyle dispensing. Neil's
fascinating stories are accompanied by spectacular photographs that make it a book that you just can't put
down.

CULT
EYEWEAR

Neil Handley is the Curator of the British Optometric
Association Museum at the College of Optometrists in
London. His educational background is in museum
studies, and he is the Vice Chairman of the Scientific
Instruments Society and a Liveryman of the Worshipful
Company of Spectacle Makers.
Cult Eyewear features images of many artifacts from
the BOA Museum and it is graphically designed to keep
the reader engaged. In addition to advertisements using
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eyewear models, some celebrities included are Steve
McQueen wearing Persols, Andy Warhol modeling an
l.a. Eyeworks frame, and the Ray Ban-wearing Blues
Brothers. Neil offers a unique movie review of Easy
Rider from a spectacle perspective with a photograph
of Peter Fonda wearing Ray Ban sunglasses. Also included is information about John Lennon's eyewear,
including the round wires he wore often prior to 1973,
which at various times were actually a National Health
Service frame. This 192 page book is uniquely written
and once read, will command a spot on the bookshelf
next to other significant works of optical history such
as "Looking Back, an Illustrated History of the Ophthalmic Industry" by Joseph Bruneni of the Optical
Laboratories Association. For anyone interested in
designing frames, this book is a must read.
I must disclose that 1 ordered a copy of the book because I am listed in the acknowledgements because of
the mutual interest in American Optical history 1 developed with author Neil Handley when he was in
Massachusetts on tour with the Ocular Heritage Society last spring. But Cult Eyewear, just published in
November of 2011, is an amazing book and a must
read for anyone interested in the art of spectacles and
the stories of how some frame lines came to be. In
addition to the factual content, you will love Neil's
engaging commentary, sharp wit and British sense of
humor.

Diane Maluck

Musician Opticians Continued from page 1.

dream to go on to medical school to become a pediatrician, but he did decide early on to utilize his
optical skills to benefit kids by building a practice
that specializes in pediatric eyewear. As word
spread that Medford Optical was the place to go for
the tough cases, it wasn't unusual for parents to
drive hours to take their children to the Medford
store for the special care Dana and his staff give.
When Children's Hospital Boston put.out a bid for
a new dispensary in their Ophthalmology practice
in Waltham in 2007, Medford Optical was chosen.
This newly created space was featured in several
optical trade magazines. Eye Care Professional
Magazine named Dana ECP of the month in July
2008.
Back to Eye Rock, there is a lot of work to be done
for two months prior to the performance. John and
Dana are preparing for the final rehearsal which is
to be held at the Montana Club in New York City
on the Thursday before the show. Each set gets
three hours to rehearse, and since the horn section
is part of every set, Dana will be in rehearsal for
twelve hours. His enthusiasm and love for music
will enable him to rehearse from 11 A.M. to 11

P.M! John will be playing in the first set, and Dana
will be playing throughout the evening. The Eye
Rock Band truly is a family and many of them keep
in touch throughout the year. As it turned out, one of
the guitarists last year owns a shop in Philipsburg, NJ
where John's parents are from!
Proceeds from the Vision Expo West show went to
the Essilor Foundation Kids Vision for Life. The fact
that it benefited children is fantastic, according to
Dana, because he specializes in childrens eyewear.
The 2012 New York show will feature guest singer
Grammy nominee Lisa Loeb and hopes to enlist
enough sponsors and sell enough tickets to exceed
last year's donation to One Sight Foundation. The
Eye Rock performance will be held at The Hard
Rock Cafe in Times Square New York on Saturday
night March 24 from 9:00 P.M to 1:00 A.M.
If you weren't able to get to the show, you can see
the Eye Rock Band's performances online by going
to www.eyerockband.com or by following their progress on the OAM Facebook page. We are proud that
Massachusetts musician opticians are so talented!

Another Musician Optician Rocks in Boston
By day, Bob Goldman works for Harvard Vanguard Medical Associates, but after work, he plays drums with
The 7Cs Band. An OAM member for years, Bob's first optical jobs were at State Opticians and at Sprague/
Fitton Opticians in Worcester while attending WITI. After working at a few other shops, he returned to Boston
in 1984 when he started at Harvard Community Health Plan (now known as Harvard Vanguard Medical Associates) where he has been the Supervisor at West Roxbury since 1986. Perhaps because he is no stranger to the
stage, Bob bravely took part in the OAM Optical Jeopardy contest at our dinner event at Old Sturbridge
Village last November.
Musically, Bob first played piano, clarinet and drums
when he was a kid, and played in many bands in his
teens. In the late 1970's, he played in two different bands
in and around Boston that had extensive airplay on both
college and major Boston radio stations. In 1979, he
played in the very first WBCN Rumble which was a battle of the bands, which is still going on today and is now
sponsored by WZLX.
In late 1979, he put his optical career on hold and
worked part time while playing music. Conversely, once
he joined Harvard Vanguard Medical Associates, he put
his music on hold until just last year, (with the exception
Bob Goldman of Harvard Vanguard would love to play on his drums
of playing the yearly West Roxbury holiday party with
all day!
one of the doctors there).
As the drummer in The 7Cs, Bob has been playing around the Boston area quite regularly and the band has
had some airplay on WZLX. They played a show in NYC in Greenwich Village last fall, and their CD "Stick
Your Neck Out" will soon be available on Itunes.
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Please support our Sponsors
ABACUS FINANCIAL PLANNING
ACCU RX
ALCON VISION CARE
ALRAY OPTICAL
ASP EX EYEWEAR
BAUSCH & LOMB
BBH EYEWEAR
BOSTON EYE DESIGN
CARL ZEISS VISION - NORTHEAST
COLORS IN OPTICS
COOPERVISION
CUNNINGHAM LAB

JOIN US on Sunday, April 22th
OAM Spring Education Meeting
At the DoubleTree Hotel in Westboro
Earn 6 credits— your choice of ABO & NCLE

ENCORE OPTICS
ESS I LOR INSTRUMENTS

Register online at www.opticiansma.org

ESSILOR OF AMERICA - CROWN
EUROPA INTERNATIONAL
FYSH a KLIIK
HI LCD
HOYA VISION CARE
KENMARK
LEGACIE

LUXOTTICA
MCLEOD OPTICAL
MARCH ON EYEWEAR
MATCH EYEWEAR
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PERFERX OPTICAL
PRECISION OPTICAL
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REM EYEWEAR
SAFILO, USA
^SHAMIR INSIGHT INC.
''TODD ROGERS EYEWEAR
TRANSITIONS
TURA

Check out OAM on Facebook.
Search: Opticians Association of Massachusetts (OAM)
When you like us, you'll see what's on our mind—
announcements, events and reminders we'll share with you.
Learn more about your fellow opticians too.

US OPTICAL
VARILUX
VISION-EASE LENS
VIVA INTERNATIONAL
YOUNGER OPTICS
ZYLOWARE

If you're not getting our email announcements, sign up
at www.opticiansma.org

